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Abstract

Let B be a set of n arbitrary (possibly intersecting) convex obstacles in Rd. It is
shown that any two points which can be connected by a path avoiding the obstacles
can also be connected by a path consisting of O(n(d�1)bd=2+1c) segments. The bound
cannot be improved below 
(nd); thus in R3, the answer is between n3 and n4. For
open disjoint convex obstacles, a �(n) bound is proved. By a well-known reduction,
the general case result also upper bounds the complexity for a translational motion of
an arbitrary convex robot among convex obstacles. In the planar case, asymptotically
tight bounds and e�cient algorithms are given.

1 Introduction

The results presented in this paper are motivated by the following problem. Consider n
disjoint convex obstacles of an arbitrary shape in the plane or in R3, and a convex robot
R. Suppose that a position q of R can be reached from a position p by a translational
motion of R avoiding the obstacles. If such a motion is piecewise linear, we can measure
its complexity by the number of linear segments. Is it possible to bound the minimum
necessary complexity of such a motion solely in terms of n, the number of obstacles? This
does not seem obvious even if R is a single point. Note that the boundaries of two convex
shapes in the plane may intersect an arbitrary number of times.

It turns out that the minimum necessary complexity of a motion can indeed be bounded
in this way, in an arbitrary �xed dimension d.

By a well-known method we can reduce the problem of translational motion of a convex
robot among convex obstacles to the case of point robot among convex obstacles (every
obstacle B is replaced by B �R, the Minkowski di�erence of the obstacle and the robot).

�This research was supported by the Netherlands' Organization for Scienti�c Research (NWO) and
partially by the ESPRIT III Basic Research Action 6546 (PROMotion). J. M. acknowledges support by
Humboldt Research Fellowship. Part of this research was done while he visited Utrecht University.
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Then, however, the obstacles are not necessarily disjoint anymore, even if the original ones
are. This leads us to investigating the case of point moving among completely general
(possibly intersecting) convex obstacles. Here we obtain an 
(nd) lower bound and an
O(n(d�1)bd=2+1c) upper bound. In the plane, this gives �(n2) complexity. In R3, we get

(n3) from below and O(n4) from above, and the gap gets larger in higher dimensions.
We conjecture that the truth is closer to the lower bound.

The obstacles arising as Minkowski di�erences of disjoint convex bodies with the same
robot are not completely arbitrary. For instance, in the plane they form a collection
of pseudodisks (the boundaries of any two intersect in at most two points), and we can
exploit this property and show a linear upper bound on the motion complexity. In higher
dimensions we currently have no improvement over the general case, although we can only
give an 
(n2) lower bound in R3.

We also consider the special case of a point robot moving among disjoint convex ob-
stacles. In this case, we obtain a �(n) bound for the necessary number of segments1 to
connect two points. This result follows easily from the planar case.

So far we have concentrated on the combinatorial bounds. The next step is to ob-
tain e�cient algorithms for computing paths with a possibly small number of segments.
Currently, we consider algorithms more systematically for the planar case only. To retain
generality, we suppose that the convex obstacles are given by suitable oracles which can
answer various queries (like \�nd a line separating obstacles Bi, Bj"). We obtain nearly
linear-time algorithm for the pseudodisk case and a nearly O(n2) algorithm for the general
intersecting case, provided that the oracles can be implemented e�ciently. If the obstacles
are convex polygons or they are bounded by algebraic curves of bounded degree (e.g.,
by circular arcs), the oracle calls can be implemented in logarithmic time. We also have
an e�cient implementation for obstacles which are Minkowski di�erences. This leads to
the following result: if the obstacles are convex polygons with a total of m vertices and
the robot is a convex k-gon, a translational motion with O(n) segments can be found in
O(n log2(k +m)) time (assuming the vertices of each polygon are stored in a clockwise
order in an array).

We now review the related results and approaches in the literature. As far as we know,
the problem for general convex obstacles in our sense has never been considered; we regard
this new point of view as one of the main contributions of our work. The usual approach
is to consider obstacles with piecewise linear boundaries and express the bounds in terms
of the total combinatorial complexity. Our approach can bring a substantial improvement
e.g., when the piecewise linear surface arises as an approximation of some curved convex
shape.

The motion planning problem has received considerable attention; we mention only
the works more or less directly related to our results, referring e.g., to [Lat91, SS90] for a
wider background and literature.

A usual approach to the motion planning problem is to compute a full combinatorial
description of the free space (the set of all admissible con�gurations of the robot). For
the translational motion of a convex robot among convex obstacles in the plane, this
approach was exploited by Kedem et al. [KLPS86]. If the robot is a convex k-gon and the
environment consists of n convex polygons with a total of m edges, the complexity of this

1This number is usually called the link distance of p and q.
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free space is O(kn +m), and it can be computed in time O(km log2(k +m)).
Our approach is closer to another motion planning method, which tries to replace

the whole environment by some \simpler" subset, typically of smaller dimension. This
is sometimes referred to as the retraction method. For instance, in the plane, one can
compute a generalized Voronoi diagram (a Voronoi diagram of the obstacle edges, where
distances are measured with a distance that is determined by the shape of R). This
Voronoi diagram captures the connectivity information about the free space, and can be
used to perform motion planning. The complexity of this diagram is in O(kn + m) as
well, and it can be computed in time O(km log(k +m)), see [CD85]. Recently, however,
Sifrony [Sif89], has shown that the diagram can actually be stored in space O(k+m) such
that motion planning queries which ask for the existence of a path can be answered in
time O(logm). The running time for the computation of the compacted diagram is still
O(mk logn). Furthermore, Kao and Mount [KM91] have shown that a path can actually
be computed in time O(m logm log2 k). Although they can describe it in space O(k+m),
the path computed by this method still has complexity �(km). If both k and m are large
and m is signi�cantly larger than n, our results thus provide a signi�cant improvement.

An extension of the above quoted algorithms to the case of non-linear obstacle bound-
aries (circular arcs, say) appears nontrivial, while our approach only requires a relatively
straightforward implementation of the oracle. Such non-linear obstacles are considered
important in practical situations, see e.g. Alt and Yap [AY89].

Another elegant method of the retraction type is due to Canny and Donald [CD88].
Roughly speaking, for every pair of features of the obstacles, they de�ne a \generalized
bisector", and they look for the path in a subset of the environment de�ned by these bisec-
tors. This resembles our methods, and their work also contains topological considerations
with a similar avor as our \expansion lemma" (Lemma 2). In some sense their method
is more general, since it can also handle rotational motions etc. On the other hand, with
our more restricted assumptions, we are able to get results for completely general convex
obstacles, while the result of [CD88] is (necessarily) expressed in terms of features of the
obstacles. Also, they only give the results for motion planning in 2 and 3 dimensions (with
rotation and translation and with the robot and obstacles bounded by algebraic surfaces).

2 Preliminaries and notation

By [n] we denote the set f1; 2; : : : ; ng, and
�A
k

�
denotes the set of all k-element subsets of

a set A.
For a set X � Rd, we let X denote the closure of X , @X the boundary of X and intX

the interior of X .
We will mainly consider the path of a point-sized robot among a family B = fB1; : : : ; Bng

of n convex obstacles. The endpoints of the path will be denoted by p and q.
Throughout the paper, we will consider the obstacles as open convex bodies. This

means that the path is allowed to \glide" along the boundary of the obstacles and so the
environment is closed.

In various topological considerations, it is convenient to have the environment also
bounded and thus compact. Then we may assume that the obstacles are bounded as well.

In order to model also the case of unbounded obstacles (e.g., in practice some obstacle
might be too large to go around it) we imagine that the obstacles are enclosed in a
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large enough closed cube U . We can regard U as being bounded by 2d special open
convex obstacles (\walls")W1; : : : ;W2d, which can also be assumed bounded. Our original
obstacles are then allowed to intersect the walls. In this way, we can assume that all the
obstacles we deal with are bounded, and the relevant connected component E of their
complement Rd n

Sn
i=1Bi is also bounded and thus compact. Note that we do not lose

generality here, since in the unbounded case we can always take a large enough cube so
that it contains a path with minimum complexity.

Let us now assume that B1; : : : ; Bn are open convex polytopes. In such a situation,
there exists a shortest p-q path within E, and each shortest path  is piecewise linear
(since E can be triangulated into a �nite number of simplices, and within every simplex
we could replace a curved portion of  by a segment).

Let  be a shortest p-q path. We call a point x 2  where two segments of di�erent
directions meet a turn of .

Lemma 1 Let  be a shortest p-q path, x a turn of . Then x belongs to the closure of a
(d� 2)-dimensional face of some polytope Bi.

Proof: Let the turn x be a common endpoint of the segments a; b of the path . Let �
be the plane containing a and b, and let � be the angle in � de�ned by a; b with apex
x (considered as a subset of �, not as a number). Since  is a shortest path, arbitrarily
small neighborhood of x in the angle � has to be intersected by some obstacle (otherwise
we could take a shortcut on ). Since we have �nitely many obstacles, one obstacle Bi

has to intersect an arbitrarily small neighborhood of x in �, so x 2 @Bi. And since Bi is
an open convex polytope, x cannot be an interior point of a facet of Bi.

Let us call a Bi as in the above lemma supporting  at x.

3 Expanding convex bodies

In this section we develop a technique for dealing with the problem of paths among convex
obstacles; it will be applied to obtain various speci�c bounds in the next sections. We
enlarge the given obstacles in such a way that p and q remain connected by a path,
and we ensure that the enlarged obstacles are convex polytopes with a suitably bounded
combinatorial complexity. Then we �nd a path using the combinatorial features (edges,
facets) of these polytopes.

The following lemma shows that we can safely expand the convex obstacles into larger
ones as long as this does not create any new d-wise intersections between them.

Lemma 2 Let B = fB1; B2; : : : ; Bng and C = fC1; C2; : : : ; Cng be collections of bounded
open convex bodies in Rd, and p; q points not belonging to any Bi or Ci. Suppose that the
following conditions are satis�ed:

(i) Bi � Ci, i = 1; : : : ; n

(ii) For any set I 2
�[n]
d

�
with

T
i2I Bi = ; we have

T
i2I Ci = ;.

Then p and q can be connected by a path avoiding all Bi if and only if they can be connected
by a path avoiding all Ci.
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Here is an intuitive explanation why the lemma holds, at least in dimension 2 and
3. Imagine that we start with p and q connected by a rubber string avoiding the Bi's.
Then, as we continuously expand the Bi's to the Ci's, we can continuously deform the
path, keeping it outside the growing bodies. In the plane, a moment when this is not
possible anymore may appear only when two previously disjoint bodies touch and cut our
path. In 3-space, the critical situation is when three bodies form a narrow channel through
which the path passes, and this channel closes as a triple intersection appears. It appears
that this idea can be turned into a rigorous proof, but technically it seems easier (or
shorter, at least) to use powerful ready-made tools from algebraic topology (most notably,
Alexander's duality theorem) for another type of proof.

The intuition behind this proof is as follows. Suppose that there is no p-q path avoiding
the Ci's. Then there must be a \reason" for this, something like a d�1 dimensional surface
c within

S
C which also separates p and q. In the plane it must be a topological circle;

in higher dimensions it can be a topological sphere or something more complicated, like
a torus. Now this separating \surface" c can be triangulated �nely enough, and then
\pulled" into

S
B using the intersection condition, while it retains its separating property.

Thus p and q are separated also by the bodies of B.
The formal proof uses notions and results of algebraic topology (homology and coho-

mology theory), which can be found e.g. in [Mun84]. Its understanding is not needed for
the rest of this paper.
Proof: The proof proceeds in two stages. First, we prove a similar lemma where, instead
of open convex bodies, the Bi's and Ci's are compact polyhedra (which matches the
assumptions of theorems we use). Then we derive the form with open bodies by a limit
argument.

Lemma 3 Let B = fB1; B2; : : : ; Bng and C = fC1; C2; : : : ; Cng be collections of compact
convex polyhedra in Rd, satisfying conditions (i), (ii) of Lemma 2. Then p and q can be
connected by a path avoiding all Bi if and only if they can be connected by a path avoiding
all Ci.

Proof: Set XB =
S
B, XC =

S
C. Suppose that points p, q belong to di�erent components

of RdnXC; we want to show that they also belong to di�erent components of RdnXB. We
consider the 0-dimensional reduced homology groups ~H0(R

dnXC) and ~H0(R
dnXB). We can

choose the 0-cycle p� q as one of the free generators of ~H0(XC). We will show that there
is a injective homomorphism mapping ~H0(R

dnXC) into ~H0(R
dnXB). This homomorphism

will be natural; the relevant fact needed here is that is preserves the identity of the
components. Such a homomorphism cannot map the 0-cycle p � q to zero, and hence p
and q lie in distinct components also in RdnXB. (Notice that we cannot, in general, expect
the homomorphism to be onto, since some connected components might have disappeared
completely when the Bi's are expanded to the Ci's.)

EachBi is a closed convex polyhedron bounded by a �nite number of facet hyperplanes.
If we triangulate the arrangement of all the facet hyperplanes, Rd becomes a simplicial
complex2, XB is its subcomplex, and each Bi is a subcomplex of XB.

2This is not quite true, since the simplices should be compact, while one usually permits also \unbounded
simplices" in the triangulation of unbounded cells of a hyperplane arrangement. To remedy this, we can
either add a point 1 at in�nity and work with Rd [ f1g as a topological sphere, or we can triangulate
the unbounded cells by countably many ordinary simplices.
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We can now apply (a particular case of) the Alexander's duality theorem (see [Mun84]),
and we get the 0-dimensional reduced homology group of RdnXB is (naturally) isomorphic
to the (d� 1)-dimensional reduced cohomology group ~Hd�1(XB).

As mentioned above, the sets of B form a covering of XB by its subcomplexes. We let
N (B) denote the nerve of this covering. This is an abstract simplicial complex, with vertex
set [n] (the set indexing B). A subset � � [n] forms a simplex inN (B) i�

T
i2� Bi 6= ;. Since

the Bi's are convex, any set in the covering and also any intersection of these sets is convex
and thus contractible. In such a situation, it is known that the homology groups of XB

and the homology groups of N (B) are isomorphic (Folkman-Leray theorem, see [Rot88]).
By the universal coe�cient theorem, also the cohomology groups are isomorphic, so in
particular ~H0(R

dnXB) �= ~Hd�1(N (B)). A similar argument applies for C, so it remains to
provide a (natural) injective homomorphism of ~Hd�1(N (C)) into ~Hd�1(N (B)).

By condition (i) of the lemma, N (B) can be regarded as a subcomplex of N (C), and by
(ii) the sets of (d�1)-dimensional simplices are identical in both complexes. The inclusion
map i : N (B) ! N (C) induces a homomorphism of the (d � 1)-dimensional cohomology
groups ~Hd�1(N (C))! ~Hd�1(N (B)), and it is easy to check that the fact that N (C) has
no new (d � 1)-dimensional simplices implies that this homomorphism is injective. This
concludes the proof of Lemma 3.

It remains to derive Lemma 2 from the polyhedral version, Lemma 3. Before we do this, we
prove a lemma showing how to enlarge the obstacles into polytopes of bounded complexity
without creating new d-wise intersections. This lemma will also be useful later.

Lemma 4 Let B1; : : : ; Bn be bounded open convex bodies in Rd, and let p, q be points not
belonging to any Bi. Then one can construct bounded open convex polyhedra C1; : : : ; Cn

avoiding p, q, such that Bi � Ci, for any I 2
�[n]
d

�
,
T
i2I Ci = ; i�

T
i2I Ci = ;, and each

Ci has O(n
d�1) facets.

Proof: Let ~U be a large enough open cube containing all Bi. We construct C1; : : : ; Cn

inductively. Suppose that C1; : : : ; Ci have already been de�ned. Let Fi be a collection
of convex bodies de�ned as follows. Fi contains p, q and each nonempty (d � 1)-wise
intersection of the form

Fi1;:::;id�1 = Ci1 \ Ci2 \ : : :\ Cik \Bik+1 \ Bik+2 \ : : :\ Bid�1

with i1 < i2 < : : : < ik 6 i < i+2 6 ik+1 < : : : < id�1, such that Bi+1\Fi1;:::;id�1 6= ;. For
each F 2 Fi, we �nd an open halfspace hF containing Bi+1 and disjoint from F . We then
let Ci+1 be the intersection of all halfspaces hF , F 2 Fi and the cube ~U . It is straightfor-
ward to verify that the family fC1; : : : ; Cng thus constructed satis�es the requirements of
the lemma.

We are ready to �nish the proof of Lemma 2. Let B, C be the families as in Lemma 2.
First we deal with the \smaller" bodies of B. For any I 2

�[n]
d

�
choose a point xI 2

T
i2I Bi,

provided that this intersection is nonempty, and de�ne

B0
i = convfxI ; i 2 I 2

 
[n]

d

!
;
\
i2I

Bi 6= ;g :
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Each B0
i is a closed convex polyhedron contained in Bi, and it is easily seen that if the

claim Lemma 2 fails for some B = fB1; : : : ; Bng, then it also fails for B0 = fB0
1; : : : ; B

0
ng.

Let us now look at the Ci's. These are �rst expanded into bounded complexity open
polyhedra C0

i using Lemma 4. Each of these is a bounded open convex polytope whose
combinatorial complexity is bounded solely in terms of n and d. They have the same
d-wise intersection pattern as the Ci's. Therefore it su�ces to prove Lemma 2 for the
families B0 (compact polyhedra) and C 0 = fC0

1; : : : ; C
0
ng.

We still cannot use Lemma 3 directly, since C0 consists of open polyhedra; we will
thus express every C0

i as a limit of closed polyhedra. The bounded complexity of the
C0
i is important for arguing about limit of paths. For every C0

i 2 C0, choose a sequence
C

(1)
i ; C

(2)
i ; : : : of closed convex polyhedra with the following properties:

� for all j, B0
i � C

(j)
i � C0

i

� C0
i =

S1
j=1C

(j)
i

� the number of facets of C
(j)
i is no larger than the number of facets of C0

i.

It is straightforward to produce such a sequence, by shifting the facet hyperplanes of
Ci inwards by su�ciently small amounts converging to zero. Set Cj = fC

(j)
1 ; : : : ; C(j)

n g.
For every j, the families B0 and Cj satisfy the assumptions of the \polyhedral" version|
Lemma 3|so if there is a p-q path avoiding B0, then there is also a path avoiding Cj. It
is easy to see, using the bounded combinatorial complexity of the polyhedra of Cj, that
there must also exist a piecewise linear p-q path avoiding Cj with the number of segments
bounded by some number N independent of j. Let j denote some such path.

All the paths j are contained in the unit cube U , which is a compact set. Because
every j is determined by at most an N -tuple of points (the endpoints of the segments) in
U , there exists a subsequence j1 ; j2; : : :, which converges to a path  (meaning that each
ji has the same number of de�ning points as  and the de�ning points of ji converge to
the appropriate de�ning points of ). It is straightforward to verify that this limit path 
avoids C 0. This �nishes the proof of Lemma 2.

4 General obstacles in higher dimension

In this section we consider arbitrarily intersecting convex obstacles.

Theorem 5 Let B be a collection of n bounded convex bodies in Rd. Then any two points
in the same connected component of Rd n

S
B can be connected by a path consisting of

O(n(d�1)bd=2+1c) segments.

Proof: Using Lemma 4, we �rst replace B by a family C of bounded open convex poly-
topes, each with O(nd�1) facets, without creating new d-wise intersections. Lemma 2
guarantees that there exists a p-q path avoiding the obstacles of C. Hence, the theorem
follows from Lemma 6 below.
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Lemma 6 Let C be a collection of n bounded open convex polytopes in Rd, each de�ned as
the intersection of at most m halfspaces. Then any two points p, q in the same connected
component of Rd n

S
C can be connected by a path consisting of O(nd�1mbd=2c) segments.

Proof: Consider a shortest p-q path . To each turn x of the path , we assign a certain
point v(x). Let C0 2 C be a supporting obstacle for  at x.

For dimension d = 2, v(x) will be simply equal to x, which is a vertex C0. For dimension
d = 3, x is either a vertex of C0, in which case we set v(x) = x, or it lies on an edge e
of C0. We go along this edge from x in one (arbitrarily chosen) direction, until we either
reach its end vertex u (a vertex of C0) or we reach a point v where e enters the interior of
some other obstacle C1 2 C. In the �rst case, we set v(x) = u, in the second case v(x) = v.
For a general dimension, the formal de�nition of v(x) is somewhat complicated, and can
be done inductively as follows.

We set y1 = x, D1 = fC0g and H1 = fh1; h2g, where h1; h2 are two facet hyperplanes
of C0 containing x (they exist by Lemma 1). These will be objects entering the �rst step
of the construction. On the beginning of a general (ith) step, we will have a current point
yi, a current collection Di � C of at most i polytopes of C and a current set Hi of i + 1
hyperplanes, each being a facet hyperplane of some C 2 Di. The intersection fi =

T
Hi

of the hyperplanes is a (d� i� 1)-at. The point yi lies in fi and on the boundary of the
intersection

T
Di of the polytopes of Di.

In the ith step, we choose a ray �i originating at yi and lying within the at fi. We
consider the points of �i linearly ordered along �i (yi is the �rst point). For every C 2 C,
we de�ne a point vC 2 �i; we distinguish two cases.

(i) If C 2 Di, we let vC be the last point of �i in the boundary @C. It is easy to check
that as �i is leaving the boundary at vC , it has to cross some facet hyperplane of C
at vC . We denote this hyperplane by hC .

(ii) If C 62 Di, we let vC be the last point of �i before �i enters the (open) polytope C.
If �i does not intersect C, we put vC = 1. If vC is not 1, then again �i crosses a
facet hyperplane of C at vC ; we choose one such hyperplane and denote it by hC .

We now let yi+1 be the �rst point among the vC , C 2 C (it may happen that yi+1 = yi).
We choose some C with vC = yi+1; if there are more possibilities, we prefer a C 2 Di (case
(i)) over C 62 Di (case (ii)). We de�ne Hi+1 = Hi [ fhCg and Di+1 = Di [ fCg. After
d� 2 steps the construction �nishes, with the at fd�1 =

T
Hd�1 being 0-dimensional and

containing only the point yd�1, which we de�ne to be v(x).
We need to establish that the step preserves the invariant (the above listed properties

of yi; Hi;Di), which is straightforward. The newly added hyperplane hC is not parallel
to the ray �i, and thus neither to fi, hence dim fi+1 < dim fi. The point yi lies on the
boundary of the intersection of the polytopes of Di, and as we go along the ray �i, we can
only leave this boundary by passing some point vC for C 2 Di. If yi+1 is de�ned as vC
for C 2 Di (case (i)), we have Di+1 = Di and so yi+1 lies in @ (

T
Di). If the polytope C

de�ning yi+1 does not belong to Di, there is some portion of �i after yi+1 which still lies
in the boundary of

T
Di, but it also lies inside the new C. This implies that yi+1 is on the

boundary of
T
Di+1 = C \

T
Di as well.

The above construction guarantees that x can be connected to v(x) by the path x =
y1; y2; y3; : : : ; yd�1 = v(x), which consists of at most d�2 segments and avoids the obstacles.
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A portion of the path  between two turns x; x0 with v(x) = v(x0) can thus be replaced
by a portion consisting of at most 2(d� 2) segments.

We estimate the number of vertices which may appear as v(x) for some x. By construc-
tion, any such point is a vertex of the intersection of some (d� 1)-tuple of the obstacles.
Such an intersection is de�ned by O(m) halfspaces, thus it has O(mbd=2c) vertices. There
are O(nd�1) choices for the (d� 1)-tuple of obstacles, yielding at most O(nd�1mbd=2c) ver-
tices in total. Hence there exists a path with O(nd�1mbd=2c) turns as claimed.

For d = 2 it is known that that the combinatorial complexity of the union of n polygons
in R2 with a total of M edges is O(n2 +Mlogn), and similarly in R3, the union of n
polytopes with a total of M facets has complexity O(n3 +Mn logn). These bounds for
the total complexity of the environment are of approximately the same order as our bound
for the path complexity. Both results are due to Aronov and Sharir [AS93], the three-
dimensional one being quite recent. It would be interesting to show a similar result also
in higher dimensions.

It would be tempting to conjecture that the relatively crude O(nd�1) upper bound
on the number of facets of the expanded polytopes can be improved, using some clever
construction for these polytopes (rather than choosing the separating halfspaces arbitrarily
as we did in Lemma 4). However, we have an example in R3 which rules out this direct
way of improvement: One can construct O(n) convex polytopes in R3, such that none
of them can be enlarged without creating new triple intersections, and the combinatorial
complexity of the union is n4 (even if we only count the vertices de�ned by an edge of one
polytope and a facet of another). We omit the description of this example.

As for the actual path complexity, we have a construction showing that the bound in
Theorem 5 cannot be improved below 
(nd); in particular, the result is tight in the plane.
The construction proceeds by induction on the dimension d. Consider �rst the planar
version (see Figure 1 for n = 4). We de�ne n2 points Aij, i; j = 0; 1; : : : ; n� 1, on n rays
starting in the origin: Aij = (1 + "i)(cos 2�j

n
; sin 2�j

n
), for i; j = 0; : : : ; n � 1 and " > 0

su�ciently small. Let obstacle Bi be the convex hull of Ai0; An�i;1; Ai;2; An�i;3; : : :. The
union of these n obstacles looks like a star. We can now �ll the n concave niches by other
obstacles, leaving a small pathway around the inner star. The length of this pathway is
n2, which proves an 
(n2) lower bound for the planar intersecting case.

Now suppose that we have a set of n obstacles, a starting position p and a certain goal
position q in Rd, such that any path between a p and q has 
(nd) links. We extend each
obstacle to Rd+1 by taking the Cartesian product of the obstacle with, say, the interval
[0; 1]. Let us call the extra coordinate the xd+1-coordinate. We now add n new obstacles,
which are the hyperplanes hi : xd+1 = i=n, i = 1; : : : ; n. The hyperplanes hi partition
R

d+1 into n + 1 slabs. Observe that if we restrict our attention to one of the hyperplanes
hi we have exactly the d-dimensional situation. Let pi and qi be the points on hi that
correspond to the starting and goal position for the d-dimensional situation. If i is odd we
punch a small hole in hi around pi, and if i is even we punch a small in hi around qi. Now
it is easy to see that any path from p1 to qn needs 
(nd+1) links: it must �rst go from p1
to q2 using 
(nd) links, then it must return to p3 using another 
(nd) links, and so on.
Notice that the punctured hyperplanes are not convex, but they can be replaced by three
(intersecting) half-hyperplanes. It is straightforward to adapt the construction so that it
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Figure 1: A lower bound example

only uses bounded obstacles. The total number of obstacles used remains still O(n) for
any �xed d.

5 Bounds and algorithms for the planar case

We now consider the planar case of the problem, and we turn our attention to the algo-
rithmic aspect.

Touching planar obstacles. Here we consider a family B of n closed convex obstacles
with disjoint interiors. We will show that the path complexity is linear in this case, and
we give an e�cient algorithm.

Our algorithm proceeds as follows: For every obstacle B 2 B, we identify a leftmost
and a rightmost point of B, and we let sB be the segment connecting those two points.
If B is unbounded, the line segment may degenerate to a semi-in�nite ray, or even to a
line. We then compute the trapezoidal map de�ned by this set of line segments3. This

3A trapezoidal map induced by a set of line segments is the partition of the plane obtained as follows:
through every endpoint, we add a vertical segment not intersecting the other segments and maximal with
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trapezoidal map consists of at most 3n+1 trapezoids. Every (bounded) trapezoid has two
vertical sides, and it is bounded from above and below by line segments corresponding to
two of the obstacles. It is easy to verify that the interior of a trapezoid is intersected by
these two obstacles only. Since they are convex we can separate them by a line. Any point
inside the trapezoid and outside the obstacles can be connected to this line by a vertical
line segment. This means that any two points inside the trapezoid can be connected by at
most three links, provided that they can be connected at all inside the trapezoid. (This
need not be the case, because the two obstacles inside the trapezoid are allowed to touch.)

Consider a path  connecting start and goal positions p and q. We can assume that 
passes through every trapezoid at most twice, since every trapezoid intersects at most two
connected components of R2 n (int

S
B). Within a trapezoid, we can replace the portion

of  by at most three links. Hence, there is a path using a linear number of links.
We now turn this existence proof into an e�cient algorithm. Consider, for every

trapezoid, the two points where the line separating its two obstacles intersects its vertical
sides (they are necessarily outside the obstacles). We connect p, q to such points in their
respective trapezoids, and we �nd the path using a graph search algorithm.

In this algorithm, we suppose that the obstacles are described by an oracle. It is
su�cient that each of the following operations can be performed by the oracle (in a worst-
case time Q): �nding the segment sB for a given B, �nding a line separating given obstacles
B;B0, and �nding the common part of their boundaries when they touch. We thus obtain

Theorem 7 Let B be a set of n convex obstacles in the plane described by an oracle as
above, let p,q be two points. Then, in O(n(Q+ log n)) time, we can construct a p-q path
with O(n) links avoiding B or determine that no p-q path exists.

In particular, if the obstacles are polygons with m vertices in total, one can implement
the oracle operations in time Q = O(logm), assuming that the vertices of each polygon
are stored in an array in a clockwise sorted order[DK85]. Hence, a path with O(n) links
can be found in O(n logm) time in this situation.

The motion planning problem for a convex robot. Here we come back to the
problem which motivated our research. Given an open convex robot R and a collection
B� = fB�

1; : : : ; B
�
ng of disjoint open convex obstacles in the plane, as well as positions p

and q, �nd a path that translationally moves R from p to q. It is well-known that this
problem can be reduced to the case of a point robot by replacing B� by B = fB1; : : : ; Bng,
where Bi = B�

i � R = fb� x j b 2 B�
i ; x 2 Rg is the Minkowski di�erence of B�

i and the
robot. We thus obtain a new set of obstacles in the so-called con�guration space. Any
point x in this space corresponds to a certain position of the robot; we denote the robot at
this position by R(x). The complement of the union of the new obstacles, i.e. the region
R

2 n (int
S
B), is called the free space; we denote it by FP .

Kedem et al. [KLPS86] have shown that the obstacles in B are pseudo-discs, i.e. their
boundaries intersect in at most two points and the total number of such reex vertices on
the boundary of the union of B is O(n). This allows us to compute a linear-size \trape-
zoidal" map for FP . This map is de�ned as follows. Consider the points on @FP which
are either the leftmost or the rightmost point of some Bi, or a reex vertex of @FP which

respect to this property.
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Figure 2: Example of a trapezoidal map.

is not locally extreme in x-direction. (The latter type of points are intersections between
boundaries of obstacles.) For each such point we add a vertical segment of maximal length
that contains the point and is contained in FP . Observe that each trapezoid � in the map
is bounded by one or two obstacles (one bounding it from above, and one from below) and
by one or two vertical segments. See Figure 2 for an illustration. (The line through the
intersection points of @Bj and @Bj0 in this �gure will be used later.) >From the trapezoidal
map we then compute a path using a graph search algorithm, in about the same way as
in the touching case.

Next we describe the algorithm in more detail. As before, we assume that the obstacles
are given by suitable oracles. More precisely, we need two oracles, one for the original
bodies B�

i and the original robot R, and one for the Minkowski di�erences Bi. The �rst
oracle should be able to answer the following questions:

� given i, �nd the segment sB�

i
(as de�ned in the previous subsection),

� given i and a certain placement of R, decide whether B�
i intersects R,

� given a certain placement of R and a vertical line l, compute R \ l,

� given i and a vertical line l, compute B�
i \ l.

For the Minkowski di�erences Bi we need:

� given i and a vertical line l, compute Bi \ l,

� given i; j, decide whether Bi; Bj are disjoint and if yes, return a separating line, if
not, return the intersections of their boundaries.

Let Q� be the worst-case time the oracle on the original bodies and the robot needs, and
let Q be the time for the oracle on the Minkowski di�erences.

The �rst phase of the algorithm|the computation of the trapezoidal map|is done
using a randomized incremental algorithm that follows the abstract framework of Boisson-
nat et al. [BDS+92]. The regions in their framework are the trapezoids; they are de�ned
by at most four obstacles. For the reader's convenience, we briey sketch the way the
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algorithm works in our case. (Let us remark that a randomized incremental algorithm
to compute the union of a set of pseudo-discs has already been presented by Miller and
Sharir [MS90]. Their algorithm is basically the same as the one that we sketch next. They
assume, however, that the pseudo-discs have constant complexity, so we cannot use their
result directly.) The algorithm adds the obstacles Bi in random order, and it maintains
the trapezoidal map of the already added obstacles. When the last object has been added
the trapezoidal map that we seek is complete. In a generic step in this algorithm we
have to �nd the trapezoids in the current map that are intersected by (in the terminology
of [BDS+92]: are in conict with) the newly added obstacle, and we have to create the
new trapezoids that arise. (Note that in the creation phase some trapezoids may have
to be merged; to this end one has to maintain the adjacency relation between the trape-
zoids.) The basic operation in the creation phase is to compute the intersection points
of the boundary of a trapezoid in the current map with the new obstacle. A constant
number of calls to the oracle for the Minkowski di�erences is su�cient to compute these
intersection points. Locating the intersected trapezoids is done by searching the history.
Here the basic operation is to test whether the new obstacle intersects a given trapezoid
in the history. We could, of course, simply use the oracle for the Bi and compute the
intersection points of the new obstacle with the trapezoid. But we can also test this using
calls to the|possibly cheaper|oracle for the original bodies only.

Lemma 8 It is possible to test in O(Q�) time whether an obstacle Bi intersects a trapezoid
�.

Proof: By de�nition, Bi intersects � if and only if there is a point x 2 � such that
R(x) intersects B�

i . So testing whether Bi intersects � amounts to testing whether B�
i

intersects the sweeping area Sweep(�) =
S
fR(x) : x 2 �g.

Let Bj and Bj0 be the two obstacles that bound � from above and from below, re-
spectively. Let xl and x0l be the upper and lower endpoint of the left boundary segment
of �. De�ne xr and x0r analogously for the right boundary segment of �. Notice that it
is possible that xl = x0l or xr = x0r (but not both), but this does not change the following
argument. A simple example for a disc-shaped robot is given in Figure 3. In this �gure,
the boundary of � is drawn fat and dashed, whereas the boundary of Sweep(�) is fat and
solid.

One easily veri�es that @Sweep(�) consists of parts of the the boundaries of B�
j , B

�
j0,

R(xl), R(x
0
l), R(xr) and R(x0r), together with the vertical line segment sl that connects

the leftmost point of R(xl) to the leftmost point of R(x0l), and the vertical line segment sr
that connects the rightmost point of R(xr) to the rightmost point of R(x

0
r). We �rst test

whether B�
i intersects R(xl), R(x

0
l), R(xr) or R(x

0
r), using our oracle. If an intersection is

found we are done. Otherwise we proceed as follows. Cut @Sweep(�) into an upper part
� and a lower part �0 by removing the segments sl and sr. Because the original obstacles
are disjoint and we already tested B�

i for intersections with R(xl), R(x
0
l), R(xr) and R(x

0
r),

we know that B�
i does not intersect � or �0. Note that Sweep(�) is monotone, that is,

any vertical line intersects it in a single|possibly empty|interval. Hence, B�
i intersects

Sweep(�) if and only if it hits � when it is translated upward, but it does not hit �0. Next
we describe how to test this.

Without loss of generality, let us consider the upper chain �. To test whether B�
i

will hit � \ @B�
j we �rst try to �nd a vertical line that intersects both B�

i and � \ @B�
j :
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Figure 3: The sweeping area of a trapezoid.

this can be done in constant time after computing the segment sB�

i
, since we know the

extreme points of � \ @B�
j . If there is no such line then B�

i will not hit � \ @B�
j . If there

is such a line, it remains to compute its intersection points with B�
i and B�

j in time Q�,
to check whether B�

i lies above � \ @B
�
j or below. Testing whether B

�
i will hit � \ @R(xl)

or � \ @R(x0l) is done in a similar way.

Next we analyze the running time of this algorithm. Recall that a generic step in
the algorithm consists of two phases: �nding the trapezoids that are in conict with the
newly added obstacle, and creating the new trapezoids. The �rst phase requires a number
of tests whether the obstacle intersects certain trapezoids, each test taking O(Q�) time.
The second phase requires the computation of the actual intersection of some trapezoids
with the obstacle, which takes O(Q�) time. We know that the number of trapezoids in
the current map at any point during the algorithm is linear in the number of already
added obstacles. It then follows from the general results of Boissonnat et al. [BDS+92]
that expectation of the total number of trapezoid-obstacle tests is O(n logn). It also
follows that the expected total number of trapezoids that is generated during the process
is O(n). This is easily seen to imply that the expected number of times we have to compute
intersections of trapezoids and obstacles is O(n) as well. We conclude that the trapezoidal
map can be constructed in O(n(Q� logn+ Q)) randomized time.

After we have computed the trapezoidal map, we proceed as in the touching case: we
compute for every trapezoid in the decomposition a separating line, we connect the start
and goal positions to the lines in their respective trapezoids by a vertical segment, and
we �nd a path using a graph search algorithm. The only non-trivial operation in this
procedure is the computation of a separating line. Consider a trapezoid �, and let Bj,
Bj0 be the obstacles that bound � from above and below, respectively. If Bj and Bj0 are
disjoint then life is easy: the oracle will provide us with a separating line. But it may very
well happen that Bj and Bj0 intersects, as in Figure 2. Fortunately, the oracle can also
be used in this case: the line through the two intersections points of @Bj and @Bj0 must
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separate Bj from Bj0 inside � (this follows from straightforward geometric arguments).
See Figure 2.

Hence, the second phase of the algorithm takes O(nQ) time, and we obtain the follow-
ing result.

Theorem 9 Let B� be a set of n disjoint open convex obstacles, R an open convex robot,
p,q two positions of R. Assume that oracles as described above for the original bodies
B�

i and R, and for the Minkowski di�erences Bi are available. Then in randomized time
O(n(Q� logn + Q)), one can either compute a translational motion of R between p and q
consisting of O(n) links, or determine that no p-q translational motion is possible.

Let us consider the case where the obstacles are convex polygons with m vertices in
total and R is a convex k-gon. We assume that we are given arrays that store the vertices
of the polygons in order. Dobkin and Kirkpatrick [DK85] have shown that in that case
the oracle for the original bodies B�

i and R can be implemented to work in O(log(m+ k))
time. We now turn our attention to the oracle on the Minkowski di�erences.

Lemma 10 The oracle for the Minkowski di�erences can be implemented such that it
works in O(log2(k +m)) time.

Proof: The �rst operation that the oracle must be able to perform (given i and a vertical
line l, compute Bi\ l) can be performed in the same way as the second operation|in fact,
it is simpler|so we concentrate on the latter.

Let us �rst consider the case where Bi and Bj do not intersect, and we want to �nd a
separating line. As noted above, Dobkin and Kirkpatrick [DK85] have given an algorithm
for computing a separating line for two convex polygons in logarithmic time. However, we
cannot a�ord to compute each Bi explicitly. A closer look at their algorithm reveals that
it roughly works as follows. A chain of edges on each polygon is maintained that contains
the portion of the boundary that is still relevant. At each step of the algorithm the median
edges of these chains are considered. Depending on the positions of these edges and their
vertices, half of one of the chains can be eliminated from further consideration. Notice
that we need not use the exact median edge of a chain; it is enough if we have an edge
that splits the chain into two parts of almost equal size. Hence, to use the algorithm in
our case it su�ces to be able to produce such an edge for a chain on Bi. This can be done
in logarithmic time, as follows. Consider a chain � on the boundary of Bi; the ordered
sequence of edges of � corresponds to a merge of the ordered sequence of edges of certain
chains �0 and �00 on B�

i and R, respectively. Take the median edge e on the longer of the
two chains, say �0, and search with (the slope of) this edge in the other chain �00. In this
way we obtain the edges in � that are adjacent to the edge of � corresponding to e and,
hence, the endpoints of this edge. (Note that the adjacent edges can be edges of �0 and
�00.) The number of edges on either side of e in � is no more than j�0j=2 + j�00j 6 3j�j=4.
We conclude that the time needed for a basic operation in the algorithm of [DK85] is
O(log(k +m)), leading to a total time for the oracle of O(log2(k +m)). In the forgoing
we have assumed that Bi and Bj are disjoint. If we run the algorithm of Dobkin and
Kirkpatrick on two intersecting polygons, it will return a point x in Bi\Bj. However, our
oracle should provide some more information, namely the intersection of the boundaries of
Bi and Bj. (Note that because Bi and Bj are Minkowski di�erences, @Bi\@Bj consists of
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two points or one line segment. To simplify the discussion, we will assume in the remainder
that the intersection consists of exactly two points; the adaptation to the general case is
completely straightforward.) First, we compute the intersections of the horizontal line
through x with @Bi and @Bj. This can again be done in O(log2(m+ k)) time by binary
search. Note that two of the four points that we �nd must be points that lie on the
boundary of one of the polygons, and are contained in the other. Let q be such a point
and assume without loss of generality that it lies on @Bi and inside Bj. Next, we �nd a
point q0 2 @Bi that lies outside Bj. Observe that point q

0 corresponds to a placement of
R where it touches B�

i and misses B�
j . Hence, we can �nd q0 by computing in logarithmic

time a line that separates B�
i and B

�
j , and placing R such that it touches Bi and does not

intersect this line. (Such a placement is easy to �nd in logarithmic time.)
So we have two points available on @Bi, one inside Bj and one outside Bj. Since we

know that @Bi and @Bj intersect twice we can now use binary search to �nd the intersec-
tion points. The basic operation during the binary search is this: given a point on @Bi, is
the point inside Bj or not? This question amounts to checking whether a certain place-
ment of R intersects B�

j and, hence, it can be answered in O(log(m+ k)) time. It follows

that the binary search for the intersection points of @Bi and @Bj takes O(log
2(m + k))

time in total.

We remark that the lemma also holds if the obstacles and the robot are convex �gures
bounded by Jordan arcs, instead of straight line segments; this immediately follows from
the fact that Dobkin and Kirpatrick's technique also works (with a few trivial adaptations)
in this situation. Thus the translational motion planning can be performed in O(n log2(k+
m)) time, yielding a path with O(n) links. Note that the complexity of the union of the
polygons in B can be as high as �(kn+m).

General obstacles. For the general case of arbitrary convex obstacles, we proceed
similarly as in Section 4. We replace the family B by another family C. For every pair
Bi; Bj 2 B with Bi and Bj disjoint, we �nd a separating line `ij. We also compute lines `pi
and `qi separating Bi from p and q. We then replace Bi by Ci de�ned as the intersection
of the halfspaces bounded by the `ij, `

p
i and `qi . By Lemma 2, p and q can be connected

among the Bi exactly if they can be connected among the Ci. Every Ci is an open convex
polygon with at most n+ 1 edges. A shortest path between p and q only bends at convex
vertices of the union of the Ci. Each such vertex is a vertex of some polygon in C. Hence,
there are at most O(n2) such bends in the shortest path.

In order to compute such a path, we consider the family of all edges of the polygons
of C, and consider the arrangement of these O(n2) line segments. The points p and q can
be connected i� they lie in the same cell of this arrangement. This cell has complexity
O(n2�(n)) and can be computed in expected time O(n2�(n) logn), where �(n) is the
functional inverse of the Ackermann-function, see [CEG+91]. Once the cell is computed,
it is not di�cult to compute a path with O(n2) links in time linear in the complexity of
the cell.

For the oracle describing the obstacles, this time we require that it can return a sep-
arating line for two obstacles (or say that they intersect) and also separate p, q from the
obstacles. If Q denotes the running time for an oracle call, we get
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Theorem 11 Let B be a set of n convex obstacles in the plane described by an oracle
as above, let p and q be two points. In (expected) time O(n2Q + n2�(n) logn), one can
compute a p-q path with O(n2) links or determine that no p-q path exists.

For polygons with m vertices in total, the oracle is implemented in O(logm) time, yielding
total expected time O(n2�(n) logn+ n2 logm).

6 Disjoint obstacles in higher dimensions

Using the results on the planar case from the previous section, it is not di�cult to prove
the following:

Theorem 12 Let B = fB1; : : : ; Bng be a collection of pairwise disjoint possibly unbounded
open convex bodies. Then any two points in the same connected component of Rd n

S
B

can be connected by a path consisting of O(n) segments.

Proof: If all obstacles are bounded, the proof is very easy. Indeed, in this case none of
the obstacles can separate Rd, and the complement has only one component. We can �x
any plane � passing through the given points p, q, and connect these points by a path
lying within �. Hence we may use the planar result from Section 5.

The situation becomes slightly more complicated if we also allow unbounded obstacles,
since then the complement may be disconnected. It can also happen that the two points
p and q can connected in Rd, but not within an arbitrarily chosen hyperplane containing
p and q.

We will use two easy facts, whose formal proof we omit. First, if B1; : : : ; Bn are open,
convex and disjoint and separate p from q, then there is a single Bi also separating p from
q. Second, an open convex obstacle separating p from q must be an open slab, bounded
by two parallel hyperplanes.

Thus, if we have a hyperplane h through p; q such that p; q cannot be connected within
h, there must be one obstacle Bi \responsible" for it. We show that one obstacle can
only be responsible for one hyperplane. Suppose not, let Bi separate p from q in two
hyperplanes h, h0. Then both Bi\h, Bi\h0 are slabs (in h, h0, respectively), and it is easy
to see that the convex hull of such two (d � 1)-dimensional slabs contains a hyperplane
separating .

Thus, there are at most n bad hyperplanes and a path exists within any hyperplane
through p, q di�erent from these. Then, by induction on the dimension we may assume
that such a hyperplane contains a path of O(n) links, and we are done.

It is easy to construct n unbounded convex sets and two points p, q, such that any
path between p and q needs a linear number of links, thus Theorem 12 is optimal. For
completeness, we also give an example of n disjoint bounded convex obstacles that enforce
a linear number of links. Consider a set of n=2d hypercubes C1; : : : ; Cn=2d, each centered
around the origin, such that C1 � C2 � � � � � Cn=2d. We make Ci+1 relatively large with
respect to Ci. The set of obstacles in our example is the set of facets of the hypercubes.
However, the facets of a hypercube touch each other, so we need to modify them slightly.
This is done as follows. Call the facets of a hypercube which are orthogonal to the xd-axis
its xd-facets. The xi-facets of the cubes are shrunk in the x1+1- up to xd-direction by a
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Figure 4: Lower bound for the disjoint case.

small amount ", and they are extended by 2" in the x1- up to xi�1-direction. If we do this
for each of the hypercubes Ci we end up with a set of n disjoint convex obstacles. See
Figure 4 for a planar example of the construction. It is easy to see that it takes 
(n) links
to go from the origin to a point outside the largest cube Cn=2d.

7 Conclusion and Extensions

We regard the current work as an initial study of the considered problems, and many ques-
tions remain open. It would be nice to tighten the combinatorial bounds for dimensions
3 and more; most notably, there is a large gap between the bounds for the translational
motion of a convex robot among convex obstacles in R3, and a new idea seems to be
needed for improving the upper bound.

There are also some other intermediate cases to be considered. For instance, the motion
planning problem for a point robot moving among disjoint convex obstacles is not very
realistic, since by our de�nitions the robot can move even through in�nitely thin passages.
It would be more natural to allow for disjoint but touching obstacles, where the in�nitely
thin passages are sealed up. We have some preliminary results for this case in higher
dimensions (the planar case being subsumed by the results of the present paper).

The algorithmic aspects in R3 are almost untouched. Also it remains to see to what
extent our approach can help in handling practical motion planning problems.

One might ask about the possibility of a further generalization of our results to, say,
translational and rotational movement of a convex robot among convex obstacles. It turns
out that no upper bound on the number of \simple" pieces of the movement can be given
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Figure 5: A rod moving among convex obstacles.

for arbitrary convex obstacles (where \simple" would mean de�ned by bounded degree
algebraic curves). This can be seen by considering a rod (a segment in the plane) among
obstacles arranged in such a way that the rod has to move along a unique curve (in the
free space) enforced by a triple contact with three suitably shaped convex obstacles. See
Figure 5. Such a curve can only be described in terms of the obstacles, and thus such
problems need a somewhat di�erent approach.
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